Dear Jane A. Doe,
Welcome to a leadership journey that we hope will strengthen you as a leader,
bringing you greater personal and professional effectiveness and satisfaction.
Entering the Hallmarks leadership system requires a big commitment and
indicates an even greater level of intent and purpose on your part. Leading is
serious business. It means making sacrifice, being misunderstood and criticized
and taking risks amidst uncertainty. Leadership is rewarding. It means the thrill of
helping people find hope and victory in reaching a vision they did not think
possible. It means the satisfaction of making a difference even if others don't
know you were the leader.
It seems that most leaders emerge on the scene more by accident than on purpose.
There is no end to the leadership resources available on the market today, but
many leaders still evolve by stumbling through positions and experiences rather
than studying and learning from the character, styles, practices and disciplines of
proven leaders. Most would not think of entering a profession without training,
degrees and certifications, yet many times, people are selected and promoted into
leadership positions on little more than personal characteristics and past
performance. No one underestimates the influence of leadership, but often they do
fail to recognize the talents, processes and disciplines required of leadership when
people are placed in leadership positions by virtue of merit, longevity or loyalty.
The Hallmarks leadership system begins with the assessment regimen you just
completed, designed to bring unprecedented focus on your leadership strengths
and gaps. The evaluation segment is just the starting point. The real
breakthroughs and leadership changes for you will come through the recognition
of and interaction with your leadership strengths and gaps as revealed by the
comparisons to the leadership competencies of extraordinary leaders.
Join the journey with others who believe that leaders make a decisive difference
and hold a deep desire to learn, experience and pass on the practices and
disciplines of great leadership.
With encouragement and anticipation,
The Hallmarks of Excellence® in Educational Leadership Project Team

Introduction
Where are the extraordinary leaders? Better still, who are the extraordinary
leaders in today's world? As you look around the cultural landscape and observe
women and men serving and functioning in a leadership capacity, be it in
neighborhood groups, not−for−profit organizations, public endeavors, the
community of faith, or in the business world, who do you see that is truly a
superior leader? And how did they arrive at that unique position of influence?
One thing is sure, anytime something truly great happens in an organization, you
will find at the center of it all a great leader. Any time a school system begins to
"hit on all cylinders," creates and maintains a culture of execution, or moves from
being a good organization to becoming a great organization; any time an entire
community of people is mobilized to effectively bring about change; and any time
out−of−the−ordinary changes occur in a neighborhood or a church, you will
discover that a strong leader is present. By the same token, whenever you see
things in any group that are in disarray, whenever things are not going as well as
they could be or should be, and often, wherever there seems to exist a perpetual
state of crisis, you will find there is a huge absence of leadership. There is a hole,
or void, where a leader should be.
Good leaders are born.
Great leaders are created in the crucible of crisis.
Superior leaders are made. They are developed in the halls of the hallmarks
of excellence.
Superior leaders go far beyond the testing of their mettle in the heat of battle and
work diligently not only to be better prepared for the next battle, but to protect
their people by preventing as many battles as possible. Superior leaders are
purposely developed; they are intentionally formed. They decide to embark on
that journey to become a superior leader, counting its costs and measuring its
rewards, knowing that the true and full accomplishment of their life's mission will
not be realized without obtaining the competencies, skill and attributes associated
with exceptional leadership. They do not do it out of arrogance. They know they
will never stand on a podium and publicly announce they have "arrived" at that
destination of leadership perfection. No; they decide to become superior leaders
because they know that it is only superior and extraordinary leaders who truly and
permanently impact the lives of those around them − it is only determined,
intentional leaders who leave a lasting legacy of accomplishment and care for
others.

The Hallmarks® Difference
Once people decide, in their core, to embark on a calculated journey to becoming
superior leaders, their first step must be to establish a plan to work diligently to
decrease the gaps in their leadership performance and maximize their leadership
attributes and abilities. Their passion must be converted into an ability to inspire
themselves and others to greatness; and they must come to grips with how vitally
important it is to simply get things done. In short, they know they must lead.
The CHORUS team knows that leadership attributes − that is, these dynamic
leader qualities, once identified in an individual − can be a predictor of future
success and ultimately be used to increase one's ability to produce results. Some
qualities are inherent in an individual; you are either born with them, or you are
not. But many other characteristics can be learned or developed over time. For
example, an athlete who is born with a certain level of physical talent, when
trained in specific areas by an effective coach, can maximize his or her athletic
performance to produce Olympic−level results.
The developers of the Hallmarks of Excellence® in Educational Leadership have
studied specific disciplines to isolate the characteristics of individuals who
perform at a level of excellence. With these hallmarks defined, they have
developed a state−of−the−art assessment tool that compares and contrasts an
individual's inherent qualities to specific hallmarks to identify both their core
strengths and any "challenge" areas that need to be further developed.
Much like a fitness report that provides an in−depth view of an individual's total
health using a number of criteria, the hallmarks of excellence combine the power
of multiple instruments, chosen from over 400 tools developed by over 50 leading
publishers around the world.
So what makes Hallmarks of Excellence in Educational Leadership different from
other evaluation instruments is this: it is not a leadership model that shares the
skills, attributes and anecdotes of what some great leaders have done; rather, it is
a research−based, scientifically tested, proven system that measures and teaches
the leadership instincts, attributes, and competencies that all superior leaders
possess. It is not about what a leader has done; it is about what all extraordinary
leaders do!

The Three Things that ALL Superior Leaders Do: The Golden Trifecta
Business philosopher and speaker Jim Rohn has said that "Success is neither
magical nor mysterious. Success is the natural consequence of consistently
applying the basic fundamentals." The leadership model of the Hallmarks of
Excellence in Educational Leadership is founded on three fundamentals of
leadership; all of the leadership characteristics, attributes, attitudes, intuitions and
behaviors discussed and delineated will all point back to and be a part of these
basics. The three fundamentals that all extraordinary leaders continually focus on
are these:
1. Mastering Your Core
2. Forging the Path
3. Ensuring Extraordinary Execution
Mastering Your Core
To be more personal, it's about Mastering Your Core. For the superior leader,
Mastering Your Core means that launch of all endeavors starts first with deep,
candid and honest personal self−awareness. Superior leaders then take that
self−awareness and intentionally work to increase their leadership effectiveness
by creating an executable path for personal improvement. Mastering Your Core
includes honing your character with regards to all aspects of leadership integrity.
It means being willing to understand and manage your own emotions while
respecting and acknowledging the feelings, emotions and attitudes of others.
Mastering Your Core carries a steadfast commitment to being a lifelong learner,
assuming personal responsibility for growth, keeping on the cutting edge of best
practices and always maintaining a willingness to share knowledge and skills with
others.
Leaders who strive for unmatched achievement and impact always begin with
Mastering Your Core.
Forging the Path
To put leadership into action, great leaders must consciously be Forging the Path
for those they lead. There is an old, blunt adage that tells others to "Lead, follow,
or get out of the way." In plain language, leaders need to lead; leaders must lead.
And in the words of Captain Kirk of the Starship Enterprise, they must be willing
to "boldly go where no man has gone before." And they must be willing to go
first.

People are captivated by strong leaders who know where they are going and
where they want the group they lead to go. By "strong leaders," we don't mean
strong people who simply dominate or "bark orders" and get their people to
follow by coercion. The extraordinary leader is a type of individual who wins the
minds and hearts of people; such leaders inspire passion and stir excitement over
what could be if the path were followed − the path the leader is already creating.
Leaders who are Forging the Path use concepts and big ideas to create a stirring
vision and plan that provide clear direction for their organizations. They are not
driven by money, but rather service of their people; they are not driven by power,
but rather an understanding of how their leadership can improve the lives of
others.
Leaders who are Forging the Path live life with a compelling vision at the center
of their core; they are motivated to create a better world, and they are excited to
lead others down that road.
Ensuring Execution
Larry Bossidy, chairman and former CEO of Honeywell International, states,
"Execution is the leader's most important job." In the book, Execution: The
Discipline of Getting Things Done, Bossidy and Ram Charan give example after
example of company leaders who do not take execution seriously and do not
oversee the task of execution very well. Our experience at CHORUS underscores
Bossidy's observation on the large number of leaders who either think they can
delegate execution to someone else in their organization, or, worse, believe that
after they lay out the strategy, execution will take care of itself.
Extraordinary leaders are committed to Ensuring Execution. It may not sound like
the most glamorous job on the planet, but if you truly desire to be a great leader,
execution is something that must not be ignored. Superior leaders do not just
understand their own strengths and gaps; they do not stop at creating a vision and
forming a path for others; superior leaders make sure the plan gets executed.
Superior leaders "get it done." In committing to do the work of extraordinary
leaders, there is something very important to remember: Mastering Your Core,
Forging the Path and Ensuring Extraordinary Execution are not prerequisites to
becoming a superior leader − they are what extraordinary leaders do. They do
these things now, and they'll do them tomorrow. And they did them when they
started. The path to superior leadership is also the path of superior leadership.

We welcome you to experience the leadership journey through the door of the
Hallmarks of Excellence in Educational Leadership.

If Mastering Your Core is leadership evaluation, preparation and strengthening, Forging the Path
is leadership in action. Forging the Path means to do what leaders are supposed to do: lead. As
leaders continue to hone their core leadership skills by solidifying their non−compromising values,
increasing their emotional maturity, and remaining committed to continual learning, they will find
themselves compelled to take charge and blaze a path toward a successful and exciting shared
future. To do this, superior leaders must constantly strive to improve their problem−solving skills.
They never underestimate the extreme value of effective strategic planning, they do not "leave the
details to someone else" and they never ignore the strength found in the ideas of others.
Furthermore, leaders Forging the Path are constantly aware of the importance of communicating
about the path to those they lead in a way that is clear, understandable and inspiring. Leaders who
forge the path know where they want to be, and know how to lead others to the same place.

Forging the Path

Critical Thinking

Strategy

Motivation

Communication

Composite

Forging the Path Summary
Critical Thinking − Extraordinary leaders challenge assumptions, root out bias, ask questions
that draw alternatives and then press for evidence to support solutions to problems or new
opportunities. Leaders who score in your range are good at examining a problem or challenge to
closely discern the facts. They are good at weighing the facts on their way to developing a
decision, but often ignore the assumptions underneath the issues and miss considering multiple
alternatives. As a result, they like to be right and become confused or irritated by uncertainty
and ambiguity. Leaders in this range prefer highly focused solutions over multiple scenarios and
often believe that assumptions and beliefs are factual. Your score suggests that you approach
problem solving in much the same manner. The strength of this spectrum of critical thinking is
that the final decision is rock solid and securely rooted in facts. Its weakness is that these
problem solvers miss the broader, more creative concepts that can lead to breakthrough
solutions.

Strategy − Extraordinary leaders study trends, see ideas beyond the current realities and then
create new opportunities to lead their organizations into uncommon areas of growth and
productivity. Providing strategic leadership by understanding and translating ideas into actions
is a critical asset of your leadership contribution. Even if you are not in a position to influence
with those skills right now, your score suggests that you possess strong strategic instincts and
insights. Seasoned leaders who score in this range are able to see the bigger picture beyond
current constraints and use their insights and skills to analyze and discern new opportunities.
They have some understanding of organizational politics and strive to advance strategic
objectives even when they feel obstructed. They also work on their communication skills so that
they can translate abstract concepts into simple, clear ideas that focus and motivate people
within the organization. Review your abilities in comparison to proven leaders in this attribute
and use the recommendation below to strengthen and stretch your skills.

Motivation − One of the top three qualities of extraordinary leaders is the ability to motivate
themselves and others. Leaders find it within themselves to press beyond their limitations and
circumstances to accomplish big things, and their example inspires others to do the same. Your
score fits in the range of highly motivated leaders who consistently create a big difference in
their organizations. They routinely initiate new ideas and stay engaged until they have
succeeded in advancing the company's goals. Commitment to results, especially in the face of
resistance and setbacks, is a hallmark of their leadership. Their peers take them seriously, and
others follow them out of respect and because they have earned credibility. Such leaders
emphasize and set the example for quality and attention to detail, creating a culture of high
performance. Your score suggests that you have many of the same attributes, but it does not
necessarily mean that your practices are consistent with high−impact leaders. Review your
performance compared to the practices of the disciplined leaders described in this attribute.
Would others see you this way and share your behaviors as an example for still others to
follow?

Communication − Communicating ideas effectively, displaying presence and leading in
public forums are skills common to extraordinary leaders. Many leaders with your score are
skilled in selling their views and ideas, negotiate effectively and display presence and
confidence. You appear to be able to use your communication skills to lead meetings, take
charge of situations and confidently give presentations. You also have some ability to inspire
and motivate people toward a vision by using humor, appealing to people's emotions and
building rapport. Your score suggests that you have some, but not all of the described skills.
Exceptional leaders possess, practice and continually develop communication skills across a
wide spectrum of styles and mediums. Critique your skill and knowledge levels in
communicating effectively in different types of content, style, people groups and forms of
media. Relying on a general ability to communicate diminishes your potential of becoming a
skilled communicator.

Action Steps
• Ask yourself how often you consider the following points in your problem−solving style.
How often do I:
Ask questions that encourage many answers
Define my terms and not take for granted what others mean by theirs
Analyze my and others' assumptions and biases
Consider other interpretations of events and issues
Tolerate uncertainty when it is difficult to arrive at clear answers
Look for the next opportunity to experiment and apply these elements in a problem−solving
situation. You may be surprised and pleased with the results.
• You have the score that most leaders achieve. This score usually indicates that you think about
many of the ideas great leaders think about and apply some of them in your role. Be honest,
and consider how often you follow what comes naturally compared to pushing for the
disciplines that would create the difference you sense is there. Evaluate your disciplines in the
following themes, and make notes in the areas where you can improve:
Seeing the big picture
Analyzing trends to create new opportunities
Understanding and navigating organizational politics
Translating abstract concepts into clear messages
• Great leaders are great communicators. Your score suggests that you have many of the skills
described in your findings. Review your findings again, and identify skills, approaches and or
media forms where you can improve. Take an upcoming assignment or project that you are
leading and explore ways you can improve the presentation; look for ways to go out of your
comfort zone or routine and experiment with new ways for you to communicate your ideas
more effectively. Many leaders with your score have strong skills and thus do not see the need
to improve. Great leaders never stop learning and improving their communication skills

Notes:

Team Role Analysis
Two of the instruments administered in the hallmarks battery assess team role preference and
strength according to the Belbin Team Model. The Belbin Team Model, developed through the
extensive research of Dr. R. Meredith Belbin, former Chairman of the Industrial Training
Research Unit of Cambridge University, is a useful guide for developing an understanding of a
person's team strengths and weaknesses. The model evaluates team members according to eight
roles they might assume: Coordinator, Shaper, Plant, Monitor, Resource Investigator,
Completer, Team Worker and Implementer. The value of team role analysis is twofold: it detects
specific role strengths and predicts a person's capacity and flexibility for functioning in multiple
roles. The findings indicate that your primary team role strength(s) are: Resource Investigator

Team Coordinator Shaper
Role

Resource Completer Team Implementer
Plant Monitor Investigator
Worker

= Role(s) of greatest strength
= Capable of assuming role

Resource Investigator
A Resource Investigator's task is to explore and report on ideas, developments and resources
outside the group. Resource Investigators create external contacts that may be useful to the team
immediately or when conducting subsequent negotiations. Leaders who are identified as
Resource Investigators need to be cautious that their discussions of ideas do not become
excessive or dominating. It is not uncommon for such leaders to protract discussion of ideas to
the point that critical decisions are delayed and/or deferred.

Ensuring Execution

Hallmark
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Score
8

9

10

Long−Term Results

4

Shared Management

8

Servant Leadership

7

Composite

6

Hallmarks Analysis

Competency: Long−Term Results − Possesses a personal culture with the ability to
align and mobilize the school system's culture, resources and people in order to achieve the
educational vision and goals in measurable ways.
Increasing competition for students, shrinking resources, an unprepared workforce and the need
to juggle interpersonal tensions are normal demands facing educational executives.
High−performing educators consistently display the hallmark of Long−Term Results as they
create impact for their school corporation. The assessed competencies (i.e., project management,
critical thinking, knowledge, motivation and finance) shape many of the characteristics critical to
mastering this hallmark.
Jane, you received a composite score of 4 on the Long−Term Results Hallmark. Educators
who score in this range complete the work they have been assigned and keep an organized
calendar. They have some skill in constructing, managing and analyzing budgets and apply a
balance between vision and tactics in implementing fiscal plans. Highly effective educators
manage their calendar by scheduling time and energy around strategic priorities. They also create
advantage for their school districts by setting demanding fiscal goals, managing resources
effectively and maximizing educational performance. Your score suggests that you operate by
sound fundamentals. Increasing your focus on some of the attributes described below could
elevate your performance in the areas described. Review the paragraph following each attribute
and the personal development recommendations that follow for specific feedback about this
hallmark.
Long−Term Results

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Project Management
Critical Thinking
Knowledge
Motivation
Finance
Composite

Attribute: Project Management
Behavioral Description
Completes required tasks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Behavioral Description
Identifies scope, costs, and
tasks of projects

Educators who score in this range manage time and resources in order to complete their
assignments and assist others. You appear to understand and implement many of the fundamental
skills needed for project management. Exceptional educational leaders use project management
to prioritize and delegate strategic activity.

Attribute: Critical Thinking
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Behavioral Description
High ability in analysis,
evaluation, and drawing
conclusions

Focuses on finding a
solution or fixing a problem

You prefer to isolate financial or budget problems and find the solutions to fix them quickly. One
of your key strengths is the ability to be single−minded in your drive to size up problems and
methodically find solutions. To be strong leaders, though, educators need to recognize that
multiple perspectives broaden available financial options and strengthen the problem−solving
process.

Attribute: Knowledge
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Prefers methodical problem
solving

Behavioral Description
Develops new thinking and
evaluative skills

You seem to be aware of and are responsive to the flow of information, but you may not manage
or organize it well to produce the results you want. Your score suggests that you recognize the
need to stay abreast of new developments, but infrequently explore such developments to discern
best practices. You are probably a good problem solver, but would benefit from applying
creative thinking techniques to improve your leadership performance.

Attribute: Motivation
Behavioral Description
Passive, slow to accomplish
tasks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Behavioral Description
Displays drive, energy;
achieves results

Your work ethic and commitment to finding and seizing new opportunities and sharing the
organization's purpose influence your productivity. Educational leaders who score in this range
set the pace through energy and drive, setting challenging personal goals and improving the
reputation of the organization. If leaders overemphasize this quality, they risk appearing
overbearing and domineering.

Attribute: Finance
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Monitors budgets and
expenses

9

10

Behavioral Description
Skilled in budget analysis
and financial performance

Educators who score in this range have general skills in developing and managing budgets and
financial information. Your score suggests that you lack confidence in the area of school finance
as compared to other leadership competencies. Increasing business and financial knowledge will
advance your overall leadership effectiveness.

Skills
Educational leaders who demonstrate the competency of Long−Term Results through the
attributes previously described often display their behaviors in the following skills:
Maintaining compliance with state, federal and local laws and regulations
Promoting positive relationships with the school board
Keeping all staff current on applicable laws and regulations
Communicating all policies to staff and making them available to the greater
school community

Hallmarks Analysis

Competency: Shared Management − Creates and models an empowering environment
and strengthens diversity (culture, race, gender and age) to realize the school system's success
and increase effectiveness. Selects talented people.
Building an interdependent team culture within a school corporation should not be merely a
slogan but rather the lifestyle of the effective educational leader. The global orientation of
education, diversity of workforce and work arrangements and collaboration with public and
private enterprises are creating an environment where the mastery of team−building dynamics is
required. The hallmark of assessed Shared Management competencies (i.e., empathy,
agreeableness, innovation, social skills and intuition) will supply you with feedback on attributes
essential to achieving maximum team−building performance.
Jane, you received a composite score of (8−10) on the Shared Management Hallmark.
Effective educational leaders who score in this range exhibit exceptional team−building skills by
listening to people, showing respect and finding common ground for solutions. They are highly
innovative, use their intuition and hunches to size up team dynamics and apply their strong
interpersonal skills to develop high−performing teams. When educators overplay this
competency, the teams they lead often exceed their responsibility, creating power plays between
team members. Review the paragraph following each attribute and the personal development
recommendations that follow for specific feedback about this hallmark.
Shared Management

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Empathy
Agreeableness
Innovation
Social Skills
Intuition
Composite

Attribute: Empathy
Behavioral Description
Inattentive, slow to involve
people

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Behavioral Description
Listens closely, involves
people in decisions

You seem to have many of the behaviors that enable you to effectively listen to people and
involve them in decision making. Educational leaders who score in this range are exceptionally
good at helping people contribute ideas and at sensing people's emotions and showing respect. A
negative implication for leaders who score in this range is a potential tendency to avoid conflict
and confrontation.

Attribute: Agreeableness
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Individualistic, self−reliant,
independent

Behavioral Description
Participative, rational, team
player

You seem to possess a strong desire to bring alignment and participation to the teams you serve.
Effective educators who score in this range display attitudes of being team focused, socially
confident and respectful. You appear to be able to identify and respond to the needs of team
members and to interact with them effectively. It is important for educators to know that if they
overuse this ability, they can become too easily influenced by what others want.

Attribute: Innovation
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Implement other people's
ideas

Behavioral Description
Frequently produce new,
impacting ideas

You appear to be willing to take calculated risks, initiate ideas and bend rules to develop strong
teams. Effective educators who score in this range are good at managing change and cutting
through red tape to advance the team's effectiveness. Potential concerns for such leaders include
becoming dependent on change to stay interested and creating unnecessary disturbance to team
dynamics.

Attribute: Social Skills
Behavioral Description
Operate competitively and
prefer working alone

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Behavioral Description
Skilled communicator,
pulling people together

Your social and communication skills enable you to be exceptionally effective in building teams.
You have the talent to see and develop opportunities for collaboration and the capability to
inspire people. On a cautionary note, be aware that overusing this ability can make you appear
political and insincere.

Attribute: Intuition
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Relies on facts to make
decisions

Behavioral Description
Utilizes instincts, facts to
make decisions

You have the key attributes to effectively blend instincts and facts in facilitating team
discussions. Exceptional educational leaders who score in this range grasp the roles of hunches,
facts and organizational environment in developing strong teams. Excessive reliance on this
ability may give the unintended impression that you believe instincts are more valuable than
information.

Skills
Educational leaders who demonstrate the competency of Shared Management through the
attributes previously described often display their behaviors in the following skills:
Influencing the environment in which schools operate on behalf of students
and their families
Ensuring communication occurs with the school community concerning
trends, issues and potential changes
Enabling the school community to work within the framework of policies, laws
and regulations enacted by local, state and federal authorities
Shaping public policy to provide quality education for students
Developing lines of communication with political decision makers
Creating decision−making processes that are inclusive

Hallmarks Analysis

Competency: Servant Leadership − Commits to providing dedicated service and
personal excellence for the benefit of others.
Leadership effectiveness is achieved when educational leaders excel in providing quality and
value to their constituents and students. Seeking to understand, listening to the cares and
concerns of others and delivering quality beyond expectations are critical attributes of
educational leaders who are known for their excellence. Leaders who practice the competencies
that comprise the Servant Leadership hallmark (i.e., conscientiousness, perfectionism, customers,
empathy and relationship) are better prepared to meet the demands and challenges of
strengthening the culture and performance of their school corporations.
Jane, you received a composite score of 7 on the Servant Leadership Hallmark. Educational
leaders who score in this range exhibit a drive toward excellence and value their internal and
external constituents. They strive for quality, know and serve stakeholders and build lasting
relationships. When educators are excessive in this focus, they can allow constituents to have too
much of a voice. Review the value statements and personal development suggestions below for
specific feedback about this hallmark.
Servant Leadership
Conscientiousness
Attention to Detail
Customer Focus
Empathy
Relationship
Composite

1

2

3

4

3

4

5

5

6

7

8

9

10

Attribute: Conscientiousness
Behavioral Description
Radical, challenging,
expedient

1

2

6

7

8

9

10

Behavioral Description
Values quality, persevering

You seem to place a high priority on quality and encourage it in others. Educational leaders who
score in this range possess a strong drive for excellence and strive to achieve it in a way that
inspires others to emulate. As a point of caution, be aware that overemphasizing this attribute can
create a hardship in your working relationships and challenges in your personal life.

Attribute: Attention to Detail
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Less methodical, less detail
oriented

Behavioral Description
Quality driven, detail
oriented, methodical

You appear to have an exceptional drive for detail and systematic processes. Extraordinary
educational leaders who score in this range balance attention to detail with an ability to equip
others to follow their example. Educators who overstress details run the risk of being
overbearing and undermining effective working relationships.

Attribute: Customer Focus
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meets customer needs only
when required

Behavioral Description
Understands and meets
customers changing needs

You are aware of constituents, listen to their needs and try to deliver quality service. Educators
who score in this range have a technical awareness of what it takes to shape and meet
constituents' needs, but often lack interpersonal connection to these constituents. As an
educational leader, consider the impact of improving your customer service awareness and skills.

Attribute: Empathy
Behavioral Description
Individualistic, self−reliant

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Behavioral Description
Supportive, sensitive,
considerate

You invite and value the thoughts, emotions and input of others before you act and make
decisions. Educational leaders who score in this range sense the emotions of others, acknowledge
their contributions and apologize when they make mistakes. A danger associated with scoring in
this range is the tendency to give an impression of being soft and naïve.

Attribute: Relationship
Behavioral Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Independent, prefers to work
alone

10

Behavioral Description
Builds relationships,
develops partnerships

You appear to have a strong grasp of the principles and importance of building collaborative
relationships. Educational leaders who score in this range keep in touch with people, work well
in a team and establish rapport with stakeholders. Potential pitfalls associated with scores in this
range include manipulating people to gain an advantage and compromising on standards.

Skills
Educational leaders who demonstrate the competency of Servant Leadership through the
attributes previously described often display their behaviors in the following skills:
Promoting standards of fairness, dignity and respect for all individuals
Providing professional development opportunities consistent with school
system's vision and goals
Developing a culture that sets high expectations for performance
Defining and clearly communicating role responsibilities
Addressing diversity in developing learning experiences
Creating and maintaining a positive school district culture and climate
Engaging families in the school−home partnership

Notes:

